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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Mishna (Negaim 3:1) states: ohraf kfv – anyone (even a 
non-Kohen, if he is expert) may examine Negaim (afflictions), 
except that only a Kohen may declare that an affliction is Tomay. 
The expert examines the affliction and then instructs the Kohen to 
say “Tomay” or “Tahor”. The Toras Kohanim derives this from: 
uhbcn sjt kt ut ivfv irvt kt tcuvu, where the “extra” word sjt 
is used to include a non-Kohen. Some Meforshim point out that if 
a gdb can only be declared by a Kohen, there is nothing to motivate 
those afflicted to appear before a Kohen, which is why the Posuk 
says tcuvu – he will be brought [by others]. The assistance of the 
expert helps resolve another problem. The Mishna (ibid 2:5) 
states that the Kohen may examine all afflictions, except for his 
own (or his relatives), as he may be biased. Yet, the Tosefta 
(Negaim 1:14) states that a Kohen is believed to say that an 
affliction has or hasn’t spread, and he is so believed even 
regarding his own afflictions. If the Kohen is assisted by an 
expert, the suspicion of bias will be removed and the Kohen’s 
ruling, even on his own afflictions, should be accepted, as the 
Tosefta says. However, the Mishna is dealing with a Kohen alone. 
But this is only if we explain the prohibition against a Kohen 
ruling on unmg hgdb as suspicion of bias. The Gemara (Sanhedrin 
34b) derives from gdb kfu chr kf ‘hvh ovhp kg comparing afflictions 
to disputes, that just as one can’t judge one’s own (or a relative’s) 
dispute, so too one may not rule on one’s own afflictions. Thus, 
the problem of unmg hgdb is not one of tsaj but rather a Gezeiras 
HaKasuv. Lest we also derive the need for 3 judges, as is required 
for disputes, the Gemara derives from: uhbcn sjt kt ut that one 
(Kohen) is sufficient for afflictions. As such, we no longer have a 
source for the use of a non-Kohen expert. If so, what is the 
difference between the Mishna and Tosefta above ? The Mishna 
Acharona quotes the Rosh who says that the Tosefta was referring 
to a Kohen’s ability to recommend a ruling to another Kohen. The 
Kohen’s self-assessment does not violate the Gezeiras HaKasuv.  

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When would one be required to perform a mitzvah that requires a 
brocho beforehand, without  a brocho, for no external reason ? 

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(Who should generally not daven a lot ? )  
The Gemara (Sotah 22a) states that one of 3 people who bring 
ruin to the world is a ,hbkhhm vku,c - a girl who is constantly 
davening. Although the Gemara had a certain type of woman in 
mind, the Poskim have used this Gemara to recommend a limit to 
the length of a girl’s Shemona Esrei (no more than 7 minutes; 10 
at the absolute outset).                                                                         

DIN'S CORNER:  
One must answer int to all berachos, whether he has already 
been tmuh the brocho or not. He should have in mind “thv ,nt”, 
and he should have the same Kavanah when concluding his own 
private Shemona Esrei berachos as well. (MB 124:25)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Mishna (Pesachim 91a) cites the opinion of R’ Yehuda that a 
Korban Pesach may not be slaughtered on behalf of one person 
alone, deriving such from: sjtc jxpv ,t jczk kfu, tk. R’ Yosi 
disagrees, maintaining that as long as the individual is able to eat 
a Kezayis, a Korban should be brought for him. R’ Yosi adds that 
if there was a group of 10, and none of them were capable of 
consuming a Kezayis, no Korban Pesach should be brought for 
them. The Rambam (jxp icre 2:2) rules like R’ Yosi, but adds 
that we try to avoid slaughtering Korban Pesach for an individual 
Lechatchila, as the Posuk states: u,ut uagh ktrah ,sg kf. The 
Kesef Mishna wonders why the Rambam would pasken like R’ 
Yosi, and then advise against it. He cites an answer offered by the 
Rambam’s son, that the recommendation against slaughtering for 
an individual is merely zurhz (encouragement), but Kesef Mishna 
finds it to be insufficient. The Magid Mishna suggests that there 
are two mitzvos at work when one eats of the Korban Pesach. The 
mitzvah of eating can certainly be fulfilled by an individual; the 
mitzvah of Pirsumei Nisa (publicizing the miracle) may very well 
require the presence of 10, such as is required when one says 
Birchas HaGomel. In Egypt, publicizing the miracle was an 
integral part of the process, as the Midrash describes tying the 
lamb to the bed four days prior without fear. Therefore, Targum 
Yonasan comments on the Posuk: van ,uhvn ,hcv ygnh otu (if 
there are too few in the house for a lamb), explaining that “too 
few” meant there were less than 10 people in the household. 
Where does this number 10 come from ? Presumably, from 
Pirsumei Nisa. Which is why the Rambam recommends against 
an individual’s Korban Pesach even though he will be tmuh the 
mitzvah of eating, because more is needed for Pirsumei Nisa. The 
Gemara (ibid 64b) relates that when Aggripas wanted a census of 
Bnei Yisroel, the Kohen Gadol kept a kidney from each Korban 
Pesach, which amounted to 1,200,000, and at least 10 people had 
signed up for each Korban Pesach. Why 10 ? Pirsumei Nisa.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A fire once k”r destroyed the home of a Kollel family in Bnei Brak. As 
the firefighters labored to bring the flames under control, several police 
officers arrived to do a quick investigation and determine if a crime had 
occurred. All but one left after a few minutes. The remaining officer 
stood and watched the tragedy progress, and tears could be seen in his 
eyes. An onlooker inquired after those tears, which just caused them to 
increase. Finally, the officer related that he lived in Ramat Aviv, a very 
affluent section of Tel Aviv, and exactly a year ago, his home also went 
up in flames. As he stood and watched with his family, having lost 
everything and having nowhere to house his family, he saw his 
neighbors also standing around watching, and not one offered him any 
assistance. In contra-distinction, he sees the family that suffered the loss 
tonight, and how all the neighbors have lined up to offer all kinds of 
help. Is it any wonder that his heart is filled with sadness and envy over 
the wonderful and caring lifestyle of Bnei Torah ?  

P.S. Avrohom Gottheil is giving a Choson Torah Kiddush this Shabbos.  
Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Sheli  family. 


